
Robert Smith 
Social Media Analyst

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Social Media Analyst with 2 years of experience in Reading, analyzing, and 
drafting communications regarding regional and ideological discussions in 
specified foreign language media environments. Responsible for&nbsp; 
Analyzing current media statements or postings to support trend analysis 
and identifies key communicators.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Social Media Analyst
ABC Corporation -   August 2013 – August 2013 

Responsibilities:

 Responsible for the timely and satisfactory resolution of e-commerce 
retail complaints and escalations via social media platforms.

 Wrote to customers had the potential to go viral and have a deep 
understanding of how this could have impacted the company, both 
positively and negatively.

 Used Web and product analysis, Social Media Platform communication, 
MS Office, and Oracle Right Now databases.

 Identified upcoming issues that will soon impact the clients business.
 Discovered and presented trends in data that underpinned marketing 

insights and recommendations going forward.
 Planned &amp; executed social media campaigns for Facebook, Twitter, 

LinkedIn, Instagram, Pinterest &amp; Google+ posts, ads, competitions 
&amp; events.

 Raised the profile of each organization &amp; increasing followers and 
likes on FB, Twitter, G+, Instagram, retaining loyal followers and 
creating new connections.

Social Media Analyst
Delta Corporation -   2010 – 2013 

Responsibilities:

 Developed processes, workflow and conducted analysis on issues 
relating to New Media Monitored SM2, Twitter, Facebook, various blogs 
and other social .

 Consulting with team members and outside department heads to 
strategize upcoming social media content.

 Creating and posting content such as blog posts, graphics, videos, 
quizzes and surveys.

 Reviewing analytics to assess the effectiveness of each post.
 Analyze Social Media posts from Facebook, Twitter, CNet, etc.
 Provide knowledge-based insight on products manufactured through 

Samsung Electronics America.
 Performed social media searches on subjects provided by the companys

clients and built comprehensive reports displaying pertinent information
based .
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Graphics Design, All Of 
MS Office, Typing, Social 
Networking, HTML 
Basics, General Office, 
And Customer Care 
Duties.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

BA
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